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Go Beyond with SynXis®










Operate more efficiently, drive maximum revenue, and deliver personalized guest experiences with the industry-leading global hospitality commerce and distribution platform.




























































Hospitality solutions designed to deliver results




Sabre Hospitality combines unrivaled experience and innovative technology to help hoteliers around the world Go Beyond. Powered by SynXis®, the leading global hospitality commerce and distribution platform, hoteliers can surpass limits, solve daily challenges, and outpace the competition.




The cloud-hosted platform provides a flexible and reliable foundation for purpose-built hospitality solutions. With over 600 connections and a single system of record, SynXis® Central Reservation System connects your distribution channels and other hospitality technology to drive accuracy, speed, and insights across all channels—helping you do more with less and focus on guests.



























































































Simplify management




Manage distribution, retailing, operations, and more using a single system of record. Leverage our comprehensive solutions and certified APIs to build an ecosystem that supports your unique business strategy. Easily access key information and boost operational efficiency among your teams. Onboard teams faster and expedite time to value with intuitive UI across products.



























Drive more revenue




Update and manage all your distribution channels, including global distribution systems (GDSs) and online travel agencies (OTAs), through a single platform with Sabre Hospitality’s comprehensive distribution capabilities. Drive more revenue with real-time rate and inventory info and sell virtually anything to create memorable guest experiences while increasing total revenue.



























Delight your guests




Use predictive analytics to offer guests curated experiences that make their stays feel personalized and remind them why they travel. Spend less time managing day-to-day operations on complex systems and more time creating meaningful guest interactions that maximize the overall travel experience and encourage long-term customer loyalty.



























Scale successfully




Leverage a technology partner who is ready to grow with you. Whether you are an independent hotel or global chain, the SynXis® platform offers robust integrations with your property management system (PMS), revenue management system (RMS), customer relationship management (CRM) system, channel managers, payment providers, OTAs, and more.

































Powering over 40% of the world’s leading hotel brands























































































































Studios: an ecosystem of solutions to meet your business needs




Sabre Hospitality offers Studios to empower hoteliers to create their hospitality and Go Beyond. Each Studio is designed with a specific purpose to distribute, retail, operate, and more. Harness the full power of SynXis® to drive innovation, streamline connections, and focus on what matters most—the guest.










Retail Studio












Distribution Studio












Acquisition  Studio












Operations Studio












Success Studio












Performance Studio
















Explore Studios























Hospitality solutions built for every role




From the front desk to the C-suite, Sabre Hospitality’s solutions are designed to make your job easier and advance your brand’s overall business priorities.








	For Corporate Leaders
	For Sales and Marketing
	For IT and Procurement  
	For Operations Managers










For Corporate Leaders




Partner with a tech provider who has the security, stability, and scalability your business demands. With our robust, connected portfolio of products, you can effectively manage at scale and ensure your brand standards are met across properties, providing a consistent guest experience. We can help you unlock new revenue streams while controlling operating costs—maximizing profits across your hotel chain or group.







































For Sales and Marketing




From digital marketing and GDS marketing to consortia partnerships, gift card programs, and CRM integration, Sabre Hospitality offers solutions to complement your unique marketing strategy while helping you drive more bookings, maximize revenue, and encourage long-term guest loyalty. Plus, you can easily and efficiently support group bookings for large events, conferences, weddings, and more with a system that provides advanced group booking capabilities.







































For IT and Procurement




With a reliable and secure platform powering the business, you can maintain compliance and reduce risk while empowering your teams with tools that are easy to use. Easily integrate with your other systems and expand your technology as your business grows while keeping resources in check.







































For Operations Managers




From PMS and task management to call center technology and meta search campaigns, we have the right tools to help your property stand out. By centralizing disparate systems into an intuitive platform, you can drive speed and accuracy across properties, optimize overall operations, and deliver better guest experiences at every touchpoint.


























































Delight guests and drive more revenue with purpose-built solutions











Maximize experiences and revenue with SynXis® Retail Studio




SynXis® Retail Studio is a hospitality retailing solution to maximize revenue per room and reservations. By offering personalized add-ons at the time of booking, you create opportunity for guests to purchase what they value most and have unforgettable experiences. Sell anything online from experiences, services, spa, special meals, local tours, car service to and from the airport—the opportunities are endless.


Delight your guests 















Connect teams and exceed expectations with Nuvola™




Nuvola™ is a hotel service optimization and guest management software that helps hoteliers connect teams, tasks, and guests on a single platform. With connected tools and enhanced visibility, you can ensure that teams are delivering the level of service you expect, which can lead to better guest experiences, higher employee satisfaction, and greater revenue all at once.


Simplify Hotel Operations
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read all articles













		
							


    
    
        
        

            
                        
                Press Release            

        

        

            
            
                October 5, 2023
            


            
                Habitas Group implements Sabre’s hospitality technology to expand its reach and propel sales
            


            
                The multi-year agreement includes SynXis Central Reservation System (CRS) allowing the hotel group to distribute its content through the different sales channels, improve efficiencies and maximize revenue              
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                Press Release            

        

        

            
            
                July 27, 2023
            


            
                Hyatt Selects Sabre to Enhance Central Reservation System Capabilities, Making the Search and Booking Process Faster for Guests
            


            
                Hyatt Hotels Corporation (NYSE: H) today announced a new technology agreement between affiliates of Hyatt and Sabre Corporation (NASDAQ: SABR), a leading provider of software and technology that powers the global travel industry.            
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                Press Release            

        

        

            
            
                July 13, 2023
            


            
                Sabre acquires e-commerce provider Techsembly to expand and accelerate its hospitality retailing solutions
            


            
                Sabre Corporation (NASDAQ: SABR), a leading provider of software and technology that powers the global travel industry, today announced the acquisition of hospitality e-commerce provider Techsembly. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.             
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Ready to Go Beyond? >>




The hospitality industry is changing every day. Gain the expertise and tools you need to Go Beyond your daily challenges, surpass limits, and outpace competition with Sabre Hospitality.










Request a Demo




Get in Touch
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